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>4 INTRODUCTION

In the various models of the AN/SQS-26 sonar, enough energy is
transmitted and received via the vertical sidelobe response to allow
these systems to receive discreet echoes from the ocean bottom. Such
echoes are refirred to as 'ifathometeri' returns because their arrival
times relate directly to multiples of the water depth. Although the
AN/SQS-26 receives incoherent bottom reverberation returning via this
same path, this discussion treats only the coherent 4fathometer-typeb
returns. These returns are typically observed on the CW portion of
the AN/SQS-26 storage display, and constitute regions of interference,
the severity of which is a function of the water depth, the normal

ca incidence bottom loss, and the specific SQS-26 equipment model. In
this paper, the 'fathometer-typel' of interference is discussed gener-
ally, and some specific AN/SQS-26 (BX) and AN/SQS-26 (AXR) results
from test area Bravo (a one degree square centered at 25.5ON, 72.5 0 W)
are presented.
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X)NE GENERAL RELATIONS

Since the decay rate of this particular interference depends on
the propagation loss suffered by the different order fathometer-typearrivals, it is desirable to review the expression for this loss. If

loss is assumed to be zero for each surface contact, the 3.5kHz propa-
gation loss can be given as a function of the arrival order (the
number of bottom bounces undergone) as follows:

Nw = 20 log 2D+ 0.212 x 2nD +nN B t20 log n eq. (1)
i000

where
D is the water depth in yards
NB is the bottom loss in dB per contact

and n is the arrival order number.
For an omnl directional source and receiver, this results in a received
level given by

LR = LS-20 log 2D-0.21.2 2nD -nN1-20 log n eq. (2)
1000

where
Lw is the received level in dB//l )i bar and LS is the source level

in dB/A p bar at one yard.
In the case of the AN/SQS-26, however, the received level of an arrival
which returns from the bottom tit an tnngle of 0 (in the case of interest
Q=900 ) becomes:

LR -  tRH(W)- &RV(Q) - LS- &S11(9)- ASV(Q)-20 ],'t 2D-0.212 2nD -

nND-20 log n 1 000

where RU() describov the changc- in vurtical veceivti g pattern.
relative to the MA, f(,,r different horizontal phasings of the
array,
HV(k0) ,vcrlbhe: the chk, iaiig' vel'tlel 'ceivi ug paIttern
relative to on-aixs, for d(i ieren t vortical pfina ing- t thearray,

SH(Q) descrihes the c -an: I, thk- txrnnivtti na pattern at the
angl]e (9) for diffe ent horioontn ] phee Ingu, -ind
SV(W) duscriboo the cch i,Ln , in the Lr:uiilttli, pa Lt.' nv ftX
different vertinli phn anils of the array.
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Tha is th leel f itererece nconteed y tleAN/SQS-26 depends

on the specific depression angle and mode In which the system is
operating. However, 11f we agree), that for a given operating mode,

&SH(W~), &SV(Q), 61111(g) and £RV(Q) are constant over the minute angular
difference between low-order fatthometer returns, then the effective
receiving rosponise and source level for each of these arrivals is the
same. In this case, equation (2) can be used to obtain an estimate of
the normnal Incidence bottom loss despite the fact that no absolute

j measurements of ASV, &SH, &1111 and i have been documented.

NORMAL INCIDENCE BOTTO M LOSS RESULTS

Some AN/SQS-2'6 (1.1) and AN/SQS-26 (AXR) "fathometer" results from
area Bravo have been reduced to yield the normial Incidence bottom loss
values shown in Tables I and II respectively. The (BX) results were
obtained duri the evaluation of the SQS-26 system on the USS WAIN-
WRIGHT (DG-20) in June 19~66. The Alai results were obtained with the
equipment on the USS CLOVER (AGDE-l) in May 1968. Since the ocean
surface was extremely calm during both sets of trials, It has been
assutmed that the loss in energry associated with each surface reflection
is negligible. Thtus thle difference between the list and 2nd order
fathoineter arrivals for thle AI and LIX indicate a median normnal inci-
dence bottom loss of aipproximately 3.5 dH. While this value is con-
siderable lower than the L-10 dil normial Incidence values that Alpine
Geophysical reported for this area (reference (n)), it is reasonable

in view of' the bottom 1 ayoring structure and the rttnge resolution of'
the SQS-26 pulses (.400 ydts.). The SQS-:26 pulses are actuially integrat-
Ing over aill thle suL'-botton refloctions which were oeparately resolved
by the Alpine measuremtnts. When the Alpine valueso f'or tile different
layers are suttaned to approximatti it total emi ~rty hXtt,011 loss value, thle
loss obtained is essential ly thele as that expitrienced by thle SQS-26
pul seo

The bottow loss valuei iotw-vi:jnnd kii LVI e tmn It, 'rte I nto
equation k.31) , and thle toetn o!irelL ~aiW ' thflt Qi' m~.m
these arrivatlt, 0an bV en II ma 'ted. Sli etie hl'.E ia tt. ee
recf'lvt'd with tile AXI{ It', tile i ' ge e ~ I h t ilt) wao
-2. dil, equation (4~) yields:
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The median level observed with the BX in the convergence zone mode
(zero tilt) was -12 dB, which yields:

ARH(Q)-+ ARV(Q)- ASH(Q)- ASV() 7 -60 dB.
The poorer discrimination achieved with the A)M system on the AGDE-l
resulted from the bottom row of elements in the array being driven in
phase, while the remaining elements of the array were being phased to
transmit a 120 degree beam. This problem was subsequently corrected,
but no "fathometer" return data was obtained with the repaired system.
If the discrimination of the BX is assumed to be representative of
that generally achieved with SQS-26 systems, then the GLOVER system
had at least 10 dB less rejection against these arrivals than it should

have had. This 10 dB degradation on the GLOVER AXR system proved
extremely important and resulted in 4th and sometimes 5th order "fatho-
meter-type" arrivals severely interferring with echo reception in the
bottom bounce annulus at ranges of 24 and 30 kiloyards (reference (b)).

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

Since the "fathomoter-type" returns observed during the AGDE-l
tests created heavy interference on the CW portion of the AXR VDR
(Variable Depression Receiver) display, the ability of this interfer-
ence to capture the OR circuits at the output of the CW doppler filter
bank was investigated. Absolute levels were desired, hence the measure-
ments were made by tapping the VDR SSI-SUM beam output off the system
just after horizontal beaitmforming. A General Radio Type 1900-A wave
analyzer was used as a tunable 10 lIz filter to simulate the 10 Hz
doppler filters of the system. The output of thc wave analyzer was
displayed on a Bruel Kjaer recorder as a function of time for each
filter band. The "fathometer return" levels obtained by sequencially
scanning 10 Hz filter b-,ads around 3500 lHz are listed in Table III,
and are shown as a function of frequency in Figure 1. For these
measurements, the SSI-SUM beam wt's steered tit 000 degrees relAtive
while the USS GLOVER was dead In the water (DIW). This procedure was
followed to insure that thL reoultintu "fthometer" t'requency response
was not interacting with the ODN (Own Doppler Nulli'icaton) f'unction
of the AXIR. In practice, Of COUrth, te h tlil,ttu rturn should
always be at about the same, frc4uency in the, water, lut will shift into
different OW doppler channel!- W the system ftir different roceiving
beams, depending on ships npeed, the dirt-ct on t" tht ,eiuii relative t)
ship's head, and the depression ligIc at wh l, e ,Vic i, In 1I e, of th-'
beam is tiltAed.
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CObMENTS

On various tuccasions, it has been proposed that a linet receiving
array adght bc employed with systems like the SQS-26 and BQS-6 to
provide better horlzontal discrimination against reverberation and
hence improve system echo-ranging performance via long range sound
paths. In fact, *ohn llwirahan conducted an excellent study aimed at
determining the foasibi ity of such an array, for bottom bounce echo-
ranging (reference (c)). Howover, his study did not consider what the
effect of multiple "fathometer-type" arrivals might be on such an array.
When long pulse trains or long RDT transmissions are emitted at one
frequency, Uit, multiple Iathomoter arrivals can cause serious interfer-
ence fur large portlons of the echo-ranging cycle. This point was
vivldly deoionstrated by the results obtained with the AXR, when the
array had 50 d0 discrimination against these arrivals. The levels
encountered in Area Bravo imply that, for a MDL of approximately -60,
fathometer arrivals wvuld e detectablo on a line receiving array out
to ranges approaching the first convergence zonel This clearly demon-
strates the neod for vortical dIrvetivity in any receiving array which
is gving to be used it conjiumcton ith our long rantv active sonar
systemn.

I'. F. Cole
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TABLE I

AN/SQS-26 (BX) AREA BRAVO RESULTS

Bottom Bounce Track Mode
Depression Angle: 0 Degrees
Date: 18 Jun 1969
Run: 6A
Ship: USS WAINWRIGHT (DLG-28)
Water Depth: 3000 Fathoms
Frequency: 3.5kHz

First Order Second Order
Fa thome te Fatjiojm- te e"

Return Rjti-n Bottom Loss
Level Le ,I Foom Relative

dB/I(1. nbar)2  jB//(I Abar) 2  lIfferenc. (dB)

-10 -21 2.5
- 5 -22 8.5
-12 -22 1.5
-11 -22 2.5
-12 -19 -1.5
- 6 -19 4. 5
-9 -6 b.5
-13 -2j 1.5
-10 -23 4.5
-13 -2 ) 0.5
-10 -20 ].5

*Output of UNI Beam 6

AA~e~mH~l •
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TABIE II

ANI/SQS-26 (AXR)
AREA BRAVO RESULTS

Convergence Zone Mode
Depression Angle: 0 Degrees
Rate: 19 May 1968
Run: 19 D2
Ship: USS GLOVER (AGDE-I)
Water Depth: 3000 Fathoms

First Order Second Order
Fathometer Fathometer Beottm Loss
Return Leve; Return Leve; From Ru .Iatlve

dB//(l ubar)- dB//(l ubar)" Differencc (d)

-4 -1, 0.5
-1 -.

0 -10 1.5
-2 -15 . .5-1 -14 4.5

-2 -15 4..
-4 -I-

-- 2-2 -I .'1
-1 -10 C. ,*

-I -1 O

O

- -1.

0 -L.
-3 -1
-2 -1.lrV-1.

kC
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TABLE I(Con, t)

First Order Second Order

Fathometer Fathometer boottom Loss

Return Level Return Leve; From Relative
dB//(l ubar)2- dB//(i ubar) Difference (dB)

-3 -15 3.5
-5 -16 2.5
-4 -17 4.5-2 -12 1.5
-2 -1 -1 1.5
-7 -2 -3. •5

0 -14 5.5-2 -15 4.5
-4 -Io 3.5

-1 - 9 .5 '
-1 -I ? 2.5
-"£ -17 6.5

0 -i, 3.5
-3 -14 2-5
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TALE III

AN/SQS-..6 (AXH) AREA BRAVO CW
FATHO ETER ARRIVAL LEVELS VERSUS FREQUENCY

Snip: USS GLOVER
Date: 18 May 1968
Depression Angle: 0 Degrees
Water Depth: 3000 Fathoms
Bottom Bounce Track Mode, FM Pulse Deleted

Filter Center 1OHz Band Levll*
Frequenc-y dB//(1 .ibar)

3520 -33

3530 -32
3540 -20
3550 0
3560 -12
3570 -25
35M0 -23
3590 -.28

*VDR SSI-SUNI Peuri output
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